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In one of the author’s previous papers, the ‘‘Parseval Equality’’ was established
for any A-regular scattering operator function (i.e., for one associated with the
Generalized Bitangential SchurNevanlinnaPick Problem). The infinite Hamburger
Moment Problem gives an example of an A-singular scattering operator-function
with the ‘‘Parseval Equality’’ property. This leads to a negative answer to a question
due to V. M. Adamjan, D. Z. Arov, and M. G. Krein, and (what is the same)
produces a counter-example to D. Sarason’s conjecture concerning exposed points
in H1.  1996 Academic Press, Inc.
0. INTRODUCTION
The following class of functions arose in [23, 24]: Let b be a Schur class
function of the unit disk D (analytic in D, bounded in modulus by 1), with
b(0)=0. The function b is said to possess the (ac) property if for any Schur
class function | the measure _b| from the RieszHerglotz representation
1+b(‘) |(‘)
1&b(‘) |(‘)
=|
T
t+‘
t&‘
_b|(dt), |‘|<1 (0.1)
is absolutely continuous.
This class appeared in connection with the investigation of the Nehari
problem done in [23]: one wants to describe the set of all L functions on
the unit circle T, bounded in modulus by 1, whose Fourier coefficients with
negative indices are specified. It was proved in [23] that in the case when
the problem is indeterminate the solution set is of the form
w=
a
a
|&b
1&|b
, (0.2)
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where | runs through the Schur class, and the functions a and b are
defined (essentially in a unique way) by the data of the problem and pos-
sess the following properties:
(i) b is in the Schur class, b(0)=0.
(ii) log(1&|b| 2) # L1 of the circle T, |a| 2=1&|b| 2, and a is an outer
Schur class function.
(iii) b possesses the (ac) property, i.e., the measure _b| from (0.1) is
absolutely continuous for any Schur class function |.
A pair (a, b) which parametrizes the solution set of an indeterminate
Nehari problem is called a Nehari pair. It is easy to see that if the pair
(a, b) possesses properties (i), (ii), formula (0.2) produces a set of functions
w bounded in modulus by 1 with common ‘‘&’’-part of the Fourier series.
But, of course, it need not produce all the functions bounded in modulus
by 1 with this ‘‘&’’-part, that is, it need not be a Nehari pair. It was
conjectured in [24] that properties (i)(iii) guarantee that the pair (a, b)
is a Nehari pair. An equivalent statement was conjectured by D. Sarason
in the context of exposed points of the unit ball in H1 (see [3] for details
and further references).
In this paper, using the machinery of the Abstract Interpolation
Problem, we show that this conjecture fails. More precisely, we show that
the pairs (a, b) that parametrize solutions of infinite indeterminate Ham-
burger Moment Problems possess properties (i)(iii), but none of them can
be a Nehari pair because they are A-singular in the sense of Arov (see Sec-
tion 5, also [3]). In both cases (Nehari problem and Hamburger Moment
Problem) the (ac) property follows from the Parseval Equality property
[1, 2]. This property means that the equality &F wp&2H w=D( p, p) holds
instead of generic inequality, where F w is the Fourier representation
associated with a solution w of the AIP and D is the quadratic form encod-
ing the data (see Sections 3 and 4). The A-singularity of the pair (a, b) that
parametrizes the solution set of an indeterminate Hamburger Moment
Problem is proved using an explicit formula for the Fourier representation
FSp, p # X and the denseness of these functions in the space H S (Section 5),
where S is the scattering matrix of the Hamburger Moment Problem
(Sections 2 and 4):
S=_ba
a
s0& .
The paper is organized as follows: In Section 1 the data of the Hamburger
Moment Problem are reformulated, and in Section 2 an Abstract Interpola-
tion Problem is associated with the reformulated data. An explicit formula
for the Fourier representation and some of its corollaries are also obtained
in Section 2. The Parseval Equality property (for the data) is proved in
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Section 3. It is shown in Section 4 how the (ac) property follows from the
Parseval Equality property (the converse is not true). The A-singularity of
the S matrix related to the AIP associated with the Hamburger Moment
Problem is proved in Section 5. Section 6 gives a proof of the equivalence
of the Hamburger Moment Problem and the AIP associated with its data.
The relation between the unitary colligation A whose characteristic function
is a solution w and a unitary operator U with spectral function
u=i
1+w
1&w
is also discussed in Section 6: see (6.19)(6.21). The definitions of the de
BrangesRovnyak space and the Hellinger space, and the relation between
these spaces are discussed in the Appendix.
1. HAMBURGER MOMENT PROBLEM AND
RELATED OBJECTS
The Hamburger Moment Problem (HMP) is formulated as follows [4]:
Let E be separable complex Hilbert space; c0 , c1 , ... a given sequence of
bounded selfadjoint operators on E. One seeks to describe the set of
operator-valued measures _(dx)0 on the real axis R such that
ck=|
+
&
xk_(dx) (1.1)
for all nonnegative integers k.
It is well known [4] that HMP is solvable iff
:
N
k, j=0
(ck+j!k , !j)0 (1.2)
for all nonnegative integers N and vectors !k # E. Now we are going to
define several objects traditionally associated with HMP.
Let X be the space of all vector polynomials in one variable X with coef-
ficients from E, X=[ p=Nk=0 !kX
k, !k # E]. Define the quadratic form D
on X:
D(!X k, ’X j ) =def (ck+j!, ’) E , !, ’ # E. (1.3)
HMP’s solvability condition is
D( p, p)0 (1.2$)
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for all polynomials p # X. One can define the linear operator T6 on X:
T6 p =
def p&p(o)
X
. (1.4)
Proposition 1.1. The operator T6 and quadratic form D satisfy the
relation
D(T6 p, q)&D( p, T6q)=(M62 p, M
6
1 q) &(M
6
1 p, M
6
2 q) (1.5)
for all p, q # X ( p=k0 pkX
k, q=k0 qk X
k), where
M61 p=po , M
6
2 p= :
k1
ck&1 pk
(M 61 and M
6
2 map X into E ).
Proof.
D(Xk&1pk , X j qj )=(ck+j&1 pk , qj ) ,
D(T6 Xkpk , X jqj )={ k1,0, k=0,
D(Xkpk , X j&1qj )=(ck+j&1 pk , qj ) ,
D(Xkpk , T6 X jqj )={ j0,0, j=0.
Thus
D(T6 Xkpk , X jqj )=(1&$ko)(ck+j&1 pk , qj ) ,
D(Xk pk , T6X jqj )=(1&$oj )(ck+j&1 pk , qj ).
Hence
D(T6 p, q)&D( p, T6q)= :
k, j0
($oj&$ko)(ck+j&1 pk , qj )
= :
( j=0)
k1
(ck&1 pk , qo)& :
(k=0)
j1
(cj&1 po , qj )
= :k1 ck&1pk , qo&po , :j1 cj&1 qj .
Letting M61 p=po and M
6
2 p=k1 ck&1pk , one obtains the desired iden-
tity (1.5)
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Remark. For any p # X, ! # E,
(M62 p, !) E=D(T6 p, !)=D \p&poX , !+ . (1.6)
In fact,
(M62 p, !) E= :
k1
(ck&1 pk , !)
= :
k1
D( pkXk&1, !)
=D \p(X )&poX , !+ .
Definition. For any polynomial p # X, one can define the adjacent
polynomial p~ as follows:
( p~ (z), !)E =
def D \p(X )&p(z)X&z , !+ . (1.7)
Using this notation and the remark above, one can write
M61 p=p(o), M
6
2 p=p~ (o). (1.8)
Proposition 1.2.
(1&zT6)&1 p=
Xp(X )&zp(z)
X&z
, p # X, z # C. (1.9)
Proof. Considering the equation
(1&zT6 )&1 p=q,
one gets
p=(1&zT6) q=q&z
q&q(o)
X
or
(X&z) q(X )+zq(o)=Xp(X ).
Letting X=z, he obtains zq(o)=z } p(z). Hence
q(X)=
Xp(X )&zp(z)
X&z
,
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i.e.
(1&zT6)&1 p=
Xp(X )&zp(z)
X&z
,
as was required.
Remark. Because the operator (1&zT6)&1 is well defined for all z # C,
the spectrum of the operator T6 consists of the single point z=0. We will
consider the Cayley transform of T6
T =def
1&iT6
1+iT6
, (1.10)
instead of T6 . It would be more correct to call T the Cayley transform of
T&16 if the later were well defined. Probably the most suitable name for T
is the Cayley transform of the relation (1, T6). The spectrum of T consists
of the single point "=1, as follows from the spectral mapping principle.
We will see this from the explicit formula for the resolvent of T.
Proposition 1.3.
Tp=
Xp(X)+ip(&i )
X+i
&i
p&p(&i )
X+i
. (1.11)
Proof. It follows from the definition of T that T=2(1+iT6)&1&1.
Using (1.9) one obtains
Tp=2
Xp(X)+ip(&i )
X+i
&p(X)
=
2Xp(X)+2ip(&i )&Xp(X )&ip(X )
X+i
=
Xp(X )+ip(&i )
X+i
&i
p(X )&p(&i )
X+i
.
The next statement gives a relation between D and T similar to the one
established in Proposition 1.1.
Proposition 1.4.
D( p, q)&D(Tp, Tq)=(M1 p, M1 q)&(M2 p, M2 q) , p, q # X,
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where
M1 p=p(&i )+ip~ (&i ),
M2 p=p(&i )&ip~ (&i ),
and p~ is defined by formula (1.7).
Proof. From the definition of T one can see that
T6=i
T&1
T+1
. (1.13)
Substituting this into (1.5), one obtains
D \i T&1T+1 p, q+&D \p, i
T&1
T+1
q+=(M62 p, M61 q) &(M61 p, M62 q).
After the substitutions p :=(T+1)p and q :=(T+1)q, one gets
iD((T&1)p, (T+1)q)+iD((T+1)p, (T&1)q)
=(M62 (T+1)p, M
6
1 (T+1)q) &(M
6
1 (T+1) p, M
6
2 (T+1)q) .
In other words,
D( p, q)&D(Tp, Tq)=&
1
2i
((M62 (T+1) p, M
6
1 (T+1)q)
&(M61 (T+1)p, M
6
2 (T+1)q) ).
One can now set
M1 p =
def M61 (T+1) p+iM
6
2 (T+1)p
2
,
(1.14)
M2 p =
def &
M61 (T+1) p+iM
6
2 (T+1)p
2
,
and obtain
D( p, q)&D(Tp, Tq)=(M1 p, M1 q)&(M2 p, M2 q).
One can evaluate M61 (T+1)p and M
6
2 (T+1)p explicitly. Using the defini-
tion of T, one gets
M61 (T+1)p=M
6
1 \1+1&iT61+iT6+ p
=2M61 (1+iT6)
&1 p.
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Then, according to formula (1.9) for the resolvent of T6 ,
M61 (T+1)p=2M
6
1
Xp+ip(&i )
X+i
=2p(&i )
(see the definition of M61 ). According to (1.6), for any ! # E,
(M62 (T+1)p, !) E=D(T6(T+1)p, !)
=2D(T6(1+iT6)&1 p, !)
=&2iD( p&(1+iT6)&1 p, !)
=&2iD \p&Xp+ip(&i )X+i , !+
=&2iD \ip(X)&ip(&i )X+i , !+
=2D \p(X )&p(&i )X+i , !+=2 ( p~ (&i ), !).
Hence,
M1 p=p(&i )+ip~ (&i),
M2 p=&p(&i )+ip~ (&i ).
To conclude the section we will calculate the resolvent of the operator T.
Proposition 1.5.
(‘&T )&1 p=&
z+i
2i _
X } p&zp(z)
X&z
+i
p&p(z)
X&z & , (1.15)
where z=i (1+‘)(1&‘).
Proof.
(‘&T)&1 p=\‘&1&iT61+iT6+
&1
p
=(‘+‘iT6&1+iT6)&1 (1+iT6) p
=
1
‘&1 \1+i
‘+1
‘&1
T6+
&1
(1+iT6) p.
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Let z:
z =def i
1+‘
1&‘
. (1.16)
This is a conformal mapping from the unit disk D( |‘|<1) onto the upper
half plane Im z>0. The exterior of the unit disk |‘|>1 is mapped onto the
lower half plane Im z<0; when ‘ is a point of the unit circle T, z is a point
of the real axis R. The inverse mapping is
‘=
z&i
z+i
. (1.17)
In what follows, the values of ‘ and z are related by formulas (1.16) and
(1.17). Then
1
‘&1
=
1
z&i
z+i
&1
=&
z+i
2i
.
Thus,
(‘&T )&1 p=&
z+i
2i
(1&zT6)&1 (1+iT6) p
=&
z+i
2i _
X } p&zp(z)
X&z
+i
p&p(z)
X&z &
Corollary. The operator (‘&T )&1 is well-defined for all ‘{1
(z{), i.e. _(T )=[1].
2. ABSTRACT INTERPOLATION PROBLEM ASSOCIATED TO
THE HAMBURGER MOMENT PROBLEM
We considered the following objects in the previous section:
X, the space of all vector polynomials in one variable X with coef-
ficients from the separable Hilbert space E ;
D, the bilinear form on X:
D(X k!k , X j!j )=(ck+j !k , !j ) , !k , !j # E,
c0 , c1 , ..., the given bounded selfadjoint operators on E, such that
D( p, p)0;
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T, the linear operator on X:
Tp=
X } p+i } p(&i )
X+i
&i
p&p(&i )
X+i
. (2.1)
We define E1=E, E2=E,
M1 p=p(&i )+ip~ (&i ) a linear mapping from X into E1 ;
M2 p=&p(&i )+ip~ (&i ) a linear mapping from X into E2 .
Here p~ is defined as above
( p~ (z), !) =def D \p(X)&p(z)X&z , !+ , \! # E.
The objects mentioned above are related by the Lyapunov identity
D( p, q)&D(Tp, Tq)=(M1p, M1q)E 1&(M2 p, M2q) E2 .
An abstract interpolation problem is associated to any Lyapunov identity
(see [5, 6, 7]).
Abstract Interpolation Problem
One wants to find all analytic contractive-valued operator-functions w
on D, w(‘): E1  E2 , such that there exists a mapping F=[ F+F&] from X
into the de BrangesRovnyak functional space H w (see Appendix for the
definition) satisfying \p # X,
1. (FTp)(t)=t(Fp)(t)&_ 1w(t)*
w(t)
1 &_
&M2 p
M1 p & , a.e. |t|=1 (2.2)
2. &Fp&2HwD( p, p).
The mapping F is called the Fourier representation corresponding to the
solution w.
We are going to discuss the Abstract Interpolation Problem associated
to the Hamburger Moment Problem in this section. We will prove the
equivalence of the two problems in Section 6. Theorem 2.1 formulated
below carries no specific features of the Hamburger Moment Problem data,
and holds for any Abstract Interpolation Problem. (See the proof and
details in [59].) To formulate this theorem one needs to introduce the
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scattering function of the Abstract Interpolation Problem, more precisely,
the scattering function of the unitary colligation related to the Lyapunov
Identity.
1. First of all, the nonnegative quadratic form D on X allows one to
form the Hilbert space H0 of X. One can associate an equivalence class p
with any element p # X ( p1tp2 
def
D( p1&p2 , q)=0, \q # X) such that the
sesquilinear form ( p $, p ") =def D( p$, p") became nondegenerate on the space
of equivalence classes [ p ], and after that complete it if necessary.
2. Now, the Lyapunov Identity defines an isometric mapping (called
an isometric colligation) V : H0E1  H0 E2 with domain
dV=Clos {_(Tp

)
M1 p& , p # X=/H0E1
and range
2V=Clos {_ pM2 p& , p # X=/H0E2
in the following way:
V : _(Tp

)
M1p& _
p
M2 p& . (2.3)
This mapping is well-defined because it is isometric, and is called an
isometric colligation associated to the Lyapunov Identity.
3. Let Nd V =
def (H0E1)  dV and N2V =
def (H 0E2)  2V . The
subspaces NdV and N2 V are called defect subspaces. They reflect degree of
the indeterminetness of the problem. Let N1 be a copy of Nd V and N2 be
a copy of N2 V . One can define a unitary mapping A
0 : H 0 E1N2 
H0E2N1 as follows:
A0 | dV=V, A0 | NdV is a unitary mapping onto N1 ,
(2.4)
A0 | N2 is a unitary mapping onto N2 V .
A0 is called the unitary colligation associated to the Lyapunov Identity.
One can see that the choice of A0 has a certain (but not essential) degree
of freedom.
4. The scattering function of A0 (called the scattering function of
AIP) is defined as follows:
S(‘) #
def
PN1E 2 A
0(1H 0N2E1&‘PH 0 A
0)&1 |N2E1 , (2.5)
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where ‘ # D, PN1E 2 is the orthogonal projection from H
0 N1E2 onto
N1 E2 , PH 0 is the orthogonal projection from H0N1 E2 onto H 0.
The expression in parentheses, which is to be inverted, is considered as an
operator on H 0N2 E1 . S(‘) is an analytic contractive-valued operator-
function on D, S(‘): N2E1  N1E2 . The decompositions of the spaces
N2 E1 and N1 E2 generate representation of S(‘) as a four-entry block
operator function
S=_ ss2
s1
s0& .
It follows from Definitions (2.4) and (2.5) that s(0)=0. One can also see
from (2.4) and (2.5) that S is defined uniquely by V up to the normaliza-
tion
S (‘)=_u10
0
1E2& S(‘) _
u2
0
0
1E 1& , (2.6)
where u1 and u2 are unitary operators on N1 and N2 , respectively. In what
follows we will suppose this normalization is somehow fixed.
Theorem 2.1. The set of solutions of the AIP is described by the formula
w=s0+s2(1N2&|s)
&1 |s1 , (2.7)
where |(‘) is arbitrary analytic contractive-valued operator function on D,
|(‘): N1  N2 .
Remark. If S is changed under the transformation (2.6), and | is
changed as |~ =u2*|u1* (with the same u1 and u2), then w is not changed.
The main points of the proof will be sketched. Full details can be found
in [6], [7], [9]. Formula (2.7) describes the scattering functions of mini-
mal unitary extensions of isometry V defined by (2.3) ([8]). The unitary
mapping (called a unitary colligation) A: HE1  HE2 is said to be a
unitary extension of V if H#H 0 and A |d V=V. A is said to be minimal if
it has no nontrivial reducing subspaces in H  H0. The scattering function
of A (with respect to spaces E1 and E2) is defined as follows:
w(‘)=PE2 A(1HE 1&‘PH A)
&1 | E1 .
According to the AIP set-up, one sould find a mapping F : X  Hw
satisfying (2.2) to verify that w is a solution.
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The Fourier representation G is associated to any unitary colligation
A: HE1  HE2 (onto), G maps H onto Hw. G is defined as follows:
G+(‘)h=PE 2 A(1&‘PH A)
&1 h, h # H,
G&(‘)h=‘ PE 1A*(1&‘ PHA*)
&1 h, |‘|<1,
Gh=[ G +hG &h]. One can check that G is a contraction. It turns out that if A
is an extension of V, then the mapping Fp =def Gp , p # X, satisfies (2.2). This
means that w is a solution. It is proved in [6, 9] that all solutions w and
corresponding mappings F are obtained this way.
Remark. The Parseval equality that is proved in Section 3 for the
Hamburger Moment Problem forces the Fourier representation G, related
to any solution of HMP, to be, in fact, unitary.
Generally speaking, it may happen that several mappings F satisfy (2.2)
with the same solution w, but this does not happen for the Hamburger
Moment Problem. Because (‘&T )&1 and (1&‘ T )&1 are well-defined for
all ‘{1 (see Proposition 1.5), (2.2) yields
(F w+ p)(‘)=(w(‘) M1&M2)(‘&T )
&1 p,
(2.8)
(F w& p)(‘)=‘ (M1&w(‘)* M2)(1&‘ T)
&1 p.
The operators T, M1 , M2 are given, see (2.1). This allows us to calculate
Fw explicitly.
Theorem 2.2. Let w be a solution of the Abstract Interpolation Problem,
formulated above, with data defined by (2.1). Then for any polynomial p # X,
(Fwp)(t)=&
x+i
2i _
1
w(t)*
w(t)
1 &_
p(x)&ip~ (x)
p(x)+ip~ (x)& (2.9)
for a.a. t # T, where x=i (1+t)(1&t) ( # R).
Proof. We will calculate (F w+p)(‘), |‘|<1 first,
(F w+ p)(‘)=(w(‘) M1&M2)(‘&T )
&1 p.
One could calculate this using Propositions 1.4 and 1.5, but it seems easier
to do it independently. So, we need to calculate M1(‘&T)&1 p and
M2(‘&T )&1 p. According to definition (1.14),
M1, 2(‘&T )&1 p= 12 [\M
6
1 (T+1)+iM
6
2 (T+1)](‘&T )
&1 p. (2.10)
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So, we need to calculate M61, 2(T+1)(‘&T )
&1 p. Using definition (1.10)
of T,
(T+1)(‘&T)&1 p=\1&iT61+iT6+1+\‘&
1&iT6
1+iT6+
&1
p
=2(‘(1+iT6)&(1&iT6))&1 p
=2(‘&1+i(‘+1) T6)&1 p
=
2
‘&1 \1&i
1+‘
1&‘
T6+
&1
p.
Letting z=i(1+‘)(1&‘), one obtains
(T+1)(‘&T)&1 p=&
z+i
i
(1&zT6)&1 p.
Finally, using Proposition 1.2,
(T+1)(‘&T)&1 p=&
z+i
i
Xp(X )&zp(z)
X&z
.
But then
M61 (T+1)(‘&T)
&1 p=&
z+i
i
Xp(X )&zp(z)
X&z }X=0
=&
z+i
i
p(z). (2.11)
According to (1.6),
(M62 p, !)=D(T6 p, !), \! # E.
Because
T6 } (1+T)(‘&T)&1 p=&
z+i
i
}
1
X \
Xp(X)&zp(z)
X&z
&_Xp(X)&zp(z)X&z & | X=0+
=&
z+i
i
}
1
X \
Xp(X)&zp(z)
X&z
&p(z)+
=&
z+i
i
}
1
X
Xp(X)&Xp(z)
(X&z)
=&
z+i
i
p(X)&p(z)
X&z
,
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then
(M62 (1+T)(‘&T )
&1 p, !) E=D \&z+ii
p(X)&p(z)
X&z
, !+
=&
z+i
i
( p~ (z), !) E , \! # E.
Hence
M62 (1+T)(‘&T)
&1 p=&
z+i
i
p~ (z). (2.12)
Substituting (2.11) and (2.12) into (2.10), one gets
M1(‘&T )&1 p=&
z+i
2i
[ p(z)+ip~ (z)],
M2(‘&T )&1 p=&
z+i
2i
[&p(z)+ip~ (z)].
Thus
(F w+ p)(‘)=&
z+i
2i
(w(‘) } [ p(z)+ip~ (z)]&[&p(z)+ip~ (z)]). (2.13)
To calculate (F w& p)(‘), one can note that ‘ (1&‘ T )
&1=((1‘ )&T)&1,
\‘{1 (because _(T )=[1]), and when ‘ goes into z=i (1+‘)(1&‘), 1‘
goes into z . Hence, for |‘|<1,
(F w& p)(‘)=&
z +i
2i
([ p(z )+ip~ (z )]&w(‘)* [&p(z )+ip~ (z )]). (2.14)
Because w has boundary values a.e. on T, we can consider (2.13) and (2.14)
for a.a. t, |t|=1. We get
(F w+ p)(t)=&
x+i
2i
(w(t) } [ p(x)+ip~ (x)]&[&p(x)+ip~ (x)]),
(F w& p)(t)=&
x+i
2i
([ p(x)+ip~ (x)]&w(t)* [&p(x)+ip~ (x)]),
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for a.a. t, |t|=1, x=i(1+t)(1&t) # R, in other words
(Fwp)(t)=_(F
w
+ p)(t)
(F w& p)(t)&=&
x+i
2i _
1
w(t)*
w(t)
1 &_
p(x)&ip~ (x)
p(x)+ip~ (x)& ,
a.e. t # T. K
In particular, one can evaluate the Fourier representation F w for the
polynomials
p=Xk!, ! # E.
Proposition 2.3.
(Fw(X k!))(t)=&
x+i
2i
} xk _ 1w(t)*
w(t)
1 & _
1&i :
k
j=1
cj&1
x j
1+i :
k
j=1
cj&1
x j & !. (2.15)
Proof. According to the previous theorem, we just need to calculate
Xk!
t
:
( Xk!
t
(z), ’) E=D \X
k&zk
X&z
!, ’+
= :
k
j=1
D(X j&1zk&j!, ’)
= :
k
j=1
zk&jD(X j&1!, ’)= :
k
j=1
zk&j (cj&1!, ’).
Hence
Xk!
t
(z)= :
k
j=1
zk&j cj&1!=zk :
k
j=1
cj&1
z j
!. (2.16)
Substituting (2.16) into formula (2.9), we get (2.15).
In what follows we will need several corollaries of Proposition 2.3.
Proposition 2.4.
(Fw(X k+1!))(t)=x(F w(Xk!))(t)+i
x+i
2i _
1
w(t)*
w(t)
1 &_
1
&1& ck!. (2.17)
We can check it by just comparing the left and right sides, using formula
(2.15).
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Lemma 2.5.
xF w+(X
k!)+(x+i) ck ! # H 2+ ,
(2.18)
xF w&(X
k!)&(x+i) ck ! # H 2&.
Proof. First of all we note that formula (2.15), when k=0, turns into
Fw’=&
x+i
2i _
1
w*
w
1&_
1
1& ’, ’ # E. (2.19)
Now formula (2.17) can be rewritten in two ways, using (2.19):
Fw(Xk+1!)=xF w(Xk!)+iF w(ck !)+(x+i ) _ 1w*
w
1&_
1
0& ck!,
(2.20)
Fw(Xk+1!)=xF w(Xk!)&iF w(ck !)&(x+i ) _ 1w*
w
1&_
0
1& ck!.
We get, from the first formula,
F w+(X
k+1!)=xF w+(X
k!)+iF w+(ck!)+(x+i ) ck !, (2.21)
and from the second one,
F w&(X
k+1!)=xF w&(X
k!)&iF w&(ck!)&(x+i ) ck !, (2.22)
or
xF w+(X
k!)+(x+i ) ck !=F w+(X
k+1!)&iF w+(ck !),
xF w&(X
k!)&(x+i ) ck !=F w&(X
k+1!)+iF w&(ck !).
These equalities yield what is claimed.
3. PARSEVAL EQUALITY
The goal of this section is to prove the following theorem:
Theorem 3.1. For any solution w of the AIP associated to the Hamburger
Moment Problem,
(F wp, F wq) H w=D( p, q), \p, q # X. (3.1)
In other words, it turns out that in the case of the Hamburger Moment
Problem, the inequality in (2.2) is, in fact, equality for any solution w.
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Definition 3.2. We will say that an AIP possesses the Parseval
Equality Property if inequality (2.2) is an equality for any solution w and
corresponding mapping F : X  Hw.
Theorem 3.1 says that the Hamburger Moment Problem possesses the
Parseval Equality Property. To prove Theorem 3.1 it is obviously enough
to prove (3.1) for polynomials p, q of the form p=X j !, q=Xk’ (!, ’ # E,
j, k0), i.e. to prove
(F w(X j!), F w(X k’)) Hw=(cj+k!, ’) E . (3.2)
We will do this in two steps.
Lemma 3.3.
(F w(X j!), Fw’) Hw=(cj!, ’), \!, ’ # E, j0. (3.3)
Lemma 3.4.
(Fw(X j+1!), Fw(Xk’)) Hw=(Fw(X j!), F w(Xk+1’)) H w ,
\!, ’ # E, j, k0. (3.4)
These two lemmas yield Theorem 3.1 immediately. In fact, Lemma 3.4
says that (Fw(X j!), F w(Xk’)) H w depends only on the sum ( j+k), j, k0,
i.e. it can be represented as (cwj+k !, ’) E . But when (k=0) Lemma 3.3 says
that cwj =cj , \j0. This proves Theorem 3.1.
Proof of Lemma 3.3. According to (2.19),
(Fw’)(t)=&
x+i
2i _
1
w(t)*
w(t)
1 &_
1
1& ’,
a.e. |t|=1, where x=i(1+t)(1&t). Hence
(F w(X j!), Fw’) Hw=|
T
x&i
2i
(F w+(X
j !)+F w&(X
j !), ’) E m(dt)
=|
T \
x&i
2i
F w+(X
j!)+
x+i
2i
cj!+
+\x&i2i F w&(X j!)&
x+i
2i
cj !+ , ’E m(dt).
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Because of Lemma 2.5, the expressions in parentheses are H 2+ and H
2
&
functions, respectively. Hence
(F w(X j!), F w’)H w=\z&i2i F w+(X j!)+
z+i
2i
cj!+ | ‘=0 , ’E .
Because z=i(1+‘)(1&‘), when ‘=0, then z=i. Hence
\z&i2i F w+(X j!)+
z+i
2i
cj!+ | ‘=0=cj!.
So, finally,
(F w(X j!), Fw’) H w=(cj!, ’).
Proof of Lemma 3.4. We consider the difference 2 between the left and
the right sides of (3.4),
2=(F w(X j+1!), Fw(Xk’))H w&(F w(X j!), Fw(Xk+1’)) H w .
Using (2.17), one can rewrite 2,
2=xFw(X j!)+x+i2 _
1
w*
w
1&_
1
&1& cj !, Fw(Xk’)H w
&Fw(X j!), xF w(Xk’)+x+i2 _
1
w*
w
1&_
1
&1& ck ’H w
=|
T {
x+i
2 _
1
&1& cj!, Fw(Xk’)EE
&
x&i
2 F w(X j!), _
1
&1& ck ’EE = m(dt)
=|
T {
x+i
2
(cj!, F w+(X
k’)&F w&(X
k’)) E
&
x&i
2
(F w+(X
j !)&F w&(X
j !), ck’) E= m(dt).
We are going to ‘‘separate’’ the H 2+ and H
2
& parts of the integrand using
Lemma 2.5. To this end, we will transform the expression
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x&i
2
(F w+(X
k’)&F w&(X
k’))
=\x&i2 F w+(Xk’)+
x+i
2
ck’+&\x&i2 F w&(X k’)&
x+i
2
ck ’+
&(x+i ) ck’.
Then 2 will look like
2=|
T {cj!, \
x&i
2
F w+(X
k’)+
x+i
2
ck ’+
&\x&i2 F w&(Xk’)&
x+i
2
ck’+&(x+i ) ck’E
&\x&i2 F w+(X j !)+
x+i
2
cj!+&\x&i2 F w&(X j!)&
x+i
2
cj !+
&(x+i ) cj !, ck ’E = m(dt). (3.5)
Observe that
&(cj !, (x+i ) ck’) E+( (x+i ) cj!, ck ’) E
=&(x&i )(cj!, ck’) E+(x+i )(ck !, ck’) E
=2i(cj !, ck ’) E . (3.6)
After this, we can finish the proof as in Lemma 3.3,
2=(cj!, ick’) E&(icj !, ck’) E+2i (cj!, ck’) E=0. K
Remark (on the finite Hamburger Moment Problem). The set up of
the finite Hamburger Moment Problem involves only a finite number of
moments, i.e., c0 , ..., c2n are given. The difference in the set-up of the corre-
sponding abstract interpolation problem is that the space X consists of
polynomials of degree smaller than n, p # X, deg pn. Lemma 3.4 still
holds and is proved in the same way. This means that
(F w(x j!), Fw(xk’)) H w =:
def (cwj+k !, ’) E
(0 j n, 0kn) depends only on the sum ( j+k).
The proof of Lemma 3.3 works for 0 j n&1 only. So it gives cwj =cj
for 0 j n&1 only.
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Now we can consider two quadratic forms on X, the given form D( p, q)
and the form
Dw( p, q) =def (F wp, F wq) H w (3.7)
(deg pn, deg qn). Because w is a solution of the AIP,
DDw. (3.8)
The matrices of these two forms with respect to the basis [Xk] are
(cj+k)nj, k=0 and (c
w
j+k)
n
j, k=0
respectively. Their difference is also a Hankel matrix, and is nonnegative
because of (3.8). Let us denote this difference by (aj+k)nj, k=00. We know
that a0=0 if n>0 (moreover, a0= } } } =an&1=0) because of Lemma 3.3.
But all entries of a nonnegative Hankel matrix except a2n must vanish if
a0=0. The entry a2n need not vanish. So, we get cwj =cj (0 j 2n&1),
cw2nc2n .
4. COROLLARIES OF THE PARSEVAL EQUALTIY
The Parseval Equality forces certain specific properties of the scattering
operator-function S that we are going to discuss in this section. In par-
ticular, this concerns the Hamburger Moment Problem.
Theorem 4.1 [10, 9]. Assume the given AIP possesses the Parseval
Equality property, S(‘) is its scattering operator-function, |(‘) is an
arbitrary analytic contractive-valued operator-function on D, |(‘): N1  N2 .
We define functions
.| =
def (1N 1&s|)
&1 s1 and | =
def s2(1N 2&|s)
&1.
Then
_
1N2+|(‘) s(‘)
1N2&|(‘) s(‘)
2(1N1&s(‘) |(‘))
&1 s(‘)
2(1N 2&|(‘) s(‘))
&1 |(‘)
1N1+s(‘) |(‘)
1N1&s(‘) |(‘)
&
=_ 0&|(0)*
|(0)
0 &+|T
t+‘
t&‘ _
*
|**
|.
. &
__1E 2w*
w
1E 1&
[&1]
_ .*|*
|
.*& m(dt). (4.1)
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The last integral should be explained. It was shown in [2, 9] that for any
n1 # N1 , n2 # N2 ,
_ .*|*
|
.*&_
n2
n1& # L2w .
Thus, the integral in (4.1) can be defined in a weak sense.
Remark. The left side of (4.1) can be rewritten as
a|(‘)#
1N2 N1+_0s
|
0&
1N2N 1&_0s
|
0&
. (4.2)
The operator-fnction a|(‘) has nonnegative real part.
Corollary 4.2. It is seen from (4.1) that the operator measure on T
corresponding to the operator function a|(‘) defined by (4.2) is absolutely
continuous with respect to the Lebesgue measure ( for an arbitrary analytic
contractive-valued operator function | on D, |(‘): N1  N2 , ‘ # D).
The same is valid for its entries, in particular for
1N 2+|s
1N2&|s
and
1N1+s|
1N1&s|
. (4.3)
To formulate the next proposition we need several notations. The
identities
_ 1w*
w
1&
[&1]
=_10
0
0&+_
&w
1 & (1&w*w)[&1] [&w*, 1]
=_00
0
1&+_
1
&w*& (1&ww*)[&1] [1, &w], (4.4)
mean (see e.g., [5]) that if f=[ f2f 1 ] # L
2
w , then
(a) [&w*, 1] f=&w*f2+f1 # Ran(1&w*w)12, one can choose the
preimage orthogonal to Ker(1&w*w), denote it by (1&w*w)[&12] [&w*,1] f,
and
& f &2L2w=& f2&
2
L2+&(1&w*w)
[&12] [&w*, 1] f&2L2 .
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(b) [1, &w] f=f2&wf1 # Ran(1&ww*)12, one can choose the pre-
image orthogonal to Ker(1&ww*), denote it by (1&ww*)[&12] [1, &w] f
and
& f &2L2w=& f1&
2
L 2+&(1&ww*)
[&12] [1, &w] f&2L 2 .
Now, using (4.4) one can obtain from (4.1) the following representations
for functions (4.3).
Claim 4.3.
1N2+|(‘) s(‘)
1N 2&|(‘) s(‘)
=|
T
t+‘
t&‘
[*+(&*w+|.)(1&w*w)[&1]
_(&w*+.*|*)] m(dt), (4.5)
1N1+s(‘) |(‘)
1N 1&s(‘) |(‘)
=|
T
t+‘
t&‘
[..*+(|**&.w*)(1&ww*)[&1]
_(|&w.*)] m(dt). (4.6)
In particular, it follows from (4.5) that if w is an inner function, i.e.
1&w*w=0, a.e. on T, then &w*+.*|*=0, a.e. on T, and
1N 2+|(‘) s(‘)
1N2&|(‘) s(‘)
=|
T
t+‘
t&‘
*(t) (t) m(dt). (4.5$)
For the same reasons, if w is coinner, i.e. 1&ww*=0, a.e. on T, then
|&w.*=0, a.e. on T, and
1N 1+s(‘) |(‘)
1N1&s(‘) |(‘)
=|
T
t+‘
t&‘
.(t) .(t)* m(dt). (4.6$)
Another corollary of Theorem 4.1 was proved in [10, 9], see also [7].
Corollary 4.4. In addition to the assumptions of Theorem 4.1, assume
that dim E1<, dim E2< ( for the Hamburger Moment Problem,
E1=E2=E). Then
rank(1N1E 2&SS*)=rank(1E 2&s0s0*)&dim N2 , (4.7)
rank(1N 2E1&S*S )=rank(1E 1&s0*s0)&dim N1 , (4.8)
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a.e. on T. Relations (4.7) and (4.8) are, in fact, different forms of a single
relation. Moreover, let | be an arbitrary parameter and w be the corre-
sponding solution (2.7). Then
rank(1&SS*)=rank(1&ww*)&rank(1&||*), (4.9)
rank(1&S*S )=rank(1&w*w)&rank(1&|*|), (4.10)
a.e. on T.
Corollary 4.5. Assume, in addition to the previous statement, that the
problem is completely indeterminate, i.e.
dim N1=dim E1 , dim N2=dim E2 .
Then one can see from (4.7), (4.8) that
1&SS*=0 a.e. on T,
(4.11)
1&S*S=0 a.e. on T,
i.e., S is both an inner and a coinner function.
If also dim E1=dim E2 (e.g. for the Hamburger Moment Problem), then
dim N1=dim E1 , dim N2=dim E2 force dim N1=dim N2 . Hence there
exist both inner and coinner parameters |. But then (see (4.9), (4.10)) the
corresponding solutions w are also both inner and coinner.
Remark. For the finite Hamburger Moment Problem a| defined by
(4.2) (i.e. the left-hand side in (4.1)) may have a singular component (sup-
ported at the single point t=1). In this case (4.1) is not valid. But it
becomes valid after replacement of a| by its absolutely continuous part.
But exactly the later (see [9, 10]) is equivalent to the properties for-
mulated in Corollary 4.4. Thus, corollaries 4.4 and 4.5 hold true for the
finite Hamburger Moment Problem as well.
We are going to consider a special case now. Assume
A1. AIP possesses The Parseval Identity Property.
A2. E1=E2=E, dim E<.
A3. The problem is completely indeterminate, i.e. dim N1=dim N2=
dim E.
A4. The operator functions s1(t): N2  E1 and s2(t): N2  E1 are
invertible, a.e. on T. (In Section 5 we will prove that for the Hamburger
Moment Problem, s1 and s2 are outer and coouter functions, respectively.
Together with assumption A3 this forces the invertibility of s1 and s2 .)
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According to Corollary 4.5, assumptions A1, A2, A3, make S both an
inner and a coinner function.
Claim 4.6. Under assumptions A1A4, formulas (4.5) and (4.6) can be
simplified as follows:
1+|(‘) s(‘)
1&|(‘) s(‘)
=|
T
t+‘
t&‘
[*+s*s1*&1(1&w*w) s&11 s] m(dt), (4.12)
1+s(‘) |(‘)
1&s(‘) |(‘)
=|
T
t+‘
t&‘
[..*+ss&12 (1&ww*) s2*
&1 s*] m(dt). (4.13)
Proof. We will prove only (4.12), because of the obvious similarity. To
prove it, we should transform
&*w+|.. (4.14)
According to formula (2.7), w=s0+s2|.. Substitute this into (4.14),
&*w+|.=&*(s0+s2 |.)+|.
=&*s0+(1&*s2) |.,
(4.15)
1&*s2=1&(1&s*|*)&1 s2*s2
=(1&s*|*)&1 (1&s*|*&s2*s2)
(because S is inner, 1&s2*s2=s*s)
=(1&s*|*)&1 (s*s&s*|*)
=(1&s*|*)&1 s*(s&|*)
(4.16)
=s*(1&|*s*)&1 (s&|*).
*s0=(1&s*|*)&1 s2*s0
(because S is inner, s2*s0=&s*s1)
=&(1&s*|*)&1 s*s1
(4.17)
=&s*(1&|*s*)&1 s1 .
Substitute (4.16) and (4.17) into (4.15),
&*w+|.=s*(1&|*s*)&1 s1+s*(1&|*s*)&1 (s&|*) } |.
=s*(1&|*s*)&1 [(1&s|)+(s&|*)|] .
=s* } s1*&1 } .*(1&|*|).. (4.18)
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One can rewrite formula (2.7) in the following form
_.w&=S _
|.
1 & . (4.19)
Then
[.*, w*] _.w&=[.*|*, 1] S*S _
|.
1 &
(because S is inner)
=[.*|*, 1] _|.1 & .
Or,
.*.+w*w=.*|*|.+1,
or,
.*(1&|*|).=1&w*w. (4.20)
Substituting (4.20) into (4.18), we finally obtain
&*w+|.=s*s1*&1(1&w*w). (4.21)
(4.12) follows from (4.5) and (4.21) immediately. K
To finish this section, we will consider a more particular case, namely the
scalar case of the indeterminate Hamburger Moment Problem, A1A3
yield A4 because s1 is outer, s2 is coouter (see Section 5)) and dim E=1.
Then one can regard E as C1 and the entries of S as scalar functions.
Because S is inner, 1&s s&s 2s2=0. Because S is coinner (for finite dimen-
sional square matrices these two properties are equivalent), 1&ss &s1 s 1=0.
But now s s=ss =|s| 2, hence |s1 | 2=|s2 | 2 a.e. on T. But s1 and s2 are outer
functions (the notions of outer and coouter functions coincide for the scalar
case). This forces s1=s2 } c, where c is a constant of modulus 1. Using
the normalization (2.6) one can make s1=s2 (denote it by a). After that,
functions . and  will coincide: .==a(1&s|). The functions (4.3)
also coincide, and formulas (4.12), (4.13) can be rewritten as follows:
1+s(‘) |(‘)
1&s(‘) |(‘)
=|
T
t+‘
t&‘ {}
a
1&s| }
2
+
|s| 2
|a| 2
(1&|w| 2)= m(dt), (4.22)
where w=s0+a|(1&s|)&1 a.
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When | is an inner function, then w is inner as well, because S is inner
(see (4.20)). Then formula (4.22) turns into
1+s(‘) |(‘)
1&s(‘) |(‘)
=|
T
t+‘
t&‘ }
a
1&s| }
2
m(dt). (4.23)
The matrix-function S=[ sa
a
s0] is analytic and contractive-valued on D. S
is inner, a is outer. Because S is inner, s0=&s (aa ) (a.e. on T). Hence w
can be rewritten (a.e. on T) as
w=&s
a
a
+
|a2
1&s|
=
a
a \&s +
| |a| 2
1&s|+
=
a
a \
&s +|s| 2 |+|a| 2 |
1&s| +
(because S is inner, |a| 2+|s| 2=1, a.e. on T)
=
a
a
|&s
1&s|
.
5. A-SINGULARITY
Let S(‘) be the scattering operator-function associated to the Hamburger
Moment Problem (see Definition 2.5 in Section 2), S=[ ss2
s1
s0]: N2E1 
N1 E2 . The goal of this section is to prove the following theorem:
Theorem 5.1. The operator function s1 is outer, and the operator func-
tion s2 is coouter.
We recall the following
Definitions. (a) A bounded analytic operator-function s1(‘) on D
whose values are contractive operators from E1 into N1 is called outer if the
set of vector-functions
[s1(‘) e+1 (‘), e
+
1 # H
2
+(E1)]
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is dense in H 2+(N1), or, what is the same, if
P+s1*n+1 =0=O n+1 =0. (5.1)n+1 # H 2+
(b) A bounded analytic operator-function s2(‘) on D whose values
are contractive operators from N2 into E2 is called coouter if the set of
vector-functions
[s2*(‘) e&2 (‘), e
&
2 # H
2
&(E2)]
is dense in H 2&(N2), or, what is the same, if
P&s2n&2 =0=O n&2 =0. (5.2)n&2 # H 2&
The assertion of Theorem 5.1 means that S is singular in D. Arov’s
([11, 12]) sense.
Let Ao be the unitary colligation (2.4) associated to the Lyapunov iden-
tity. Let Go be its Fourier representation, defined as follows:
G o+(‘)h
o=PN 1E2 A
o(1&‘PH o Ao)&1 ho,
G o&(‘) h
o=‘ PN2 E 1 (A
o)* (1&‘ PHo (Ao)*)&1 ho,
ho # H o, |‘|<1, Goho=_G
o
+h
o
G o&h
o& . (5.3)
Go maps Ho onto HS and Go is a contraction (see, e.g. [6, 9]). One can
define a mapping F S : X  HS by the formula (for definition of X see in
Section 1)
FSp =def Gop , p # X,
It follows from the definition of Ao that F S satisfies a condition like (2.2):
0
&M2 pFSTp=tF Sp&_ 1S*
S
1&_    & , a.e. on T,0M1 p
&FSp&2HSD( p, p), p # X. (5.4)
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In the same way as was done in Section 2, we can show that for a
Hamburger Moment Problem (5.4) yields
(FSp)(t)=&
x+i
2i _
1
S(t)*
S(t)
1 &__
0
p(x)&ip~ (x)&
_ 0p(x)+ip~ (x)&& a.e. on T, (5.5)
p # X, x=i (1+t)(1&t). Also we can check that, in fact,
&FSp&2HS=D( p, p), \p # X. (5.6)
We will need the following
Proposition 5.2. The set of functions (5.5) is dense in HS.
Proof. The set [ p , p # X] is dense in H o, hence the set [F Sp, p # X]=
[Gop , p # X] is dense in H S, because Go maps Ho onto H S. K
One can rewrite (5.5) in a more expanded form:
(FSp)(t)=&
x+i
2i _ _
0
p(x)&ip~ (x)&+_
s1(t)
s0(t)& ( p(x)+ip~ (x)
_s2(t)*s0(t)*& ( p(x)&ip~ (x))+_
0
p(x)+ip~ (x)&& , (5.5$)
a.e. on T, p # X.
Now we are ready to prove Theorem 5.1.
Proof of Theorem 5.1. Let
n+1 # H
2
+(N1) and P+s1*n
+
1 =0. (5.7)
According to definition (5.1), s1 is outer if assumptions (5.7) force n+1 =0.
We define the function
f#fn1+ =
def _ 1S*
S
1&_ _
n+1
0 &
&P+ S* _n
+
1
0 && . (5.8)
We can easily check that f # HS. We consider the inner product
(F Sp, fn 1+ ) H S , p # X.
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We are going to prove that it is equal to zero for any p # X.
(FSp, f ) H S=&x+i2i _ 1S* S1&12 __
0
p&ip~ &
_ 0p+ip~ && ,
__ 1S*
S
1&
12 _ _
n+1
0 &
&P+S* _n
+
1
0 &&L2
=FSp, _ _
n+1
0 &
&P+S* _n
+
1
0 &&L 2 .
Because F S&p # H
2
& , this reduces to
(FSp, f ) H S=F S+ p, _n
+
1
0 &L 2 .
Using (5.5$), one obtains
(FSp, f ) H S=&x+i2i s1( p+ip~ ), n+1 L 2
=|
T
&
x+i
2i
(s1(t)( p(x)+ip~ (x)), n+1 (t)) N1 m(dt). (5.9)
Because x=i (1+t)(1&t), we have &(x+i)2i=1(t&1), and p(x)+ip~ (x)
=q(t)(t&1)k, where q(t) is a polynomial in t and k=deg p. So the
integrand in (5.9) is equal to
1
(t&1)k+1
} (q(t), s1(t)* n+1 (t))E . (5.10)
q(t) is a polynomial in t, hence q # H +(E) of D. According to assumption
(5.7), s1*n+1 # H
2
&(E ). Hence the scalar function (q(t), s1(t)* n
+
1 (t)) E # H
2
+
and vanishes at the origin.
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One can conclude now that
(a) Function (5.10) is analytic an of bounded characteristic on D
(see (5.10)).
(b) It is an L1 function on T (see (5.9)).
(c) Its denominator is the outer function (t&1)k+1.
Because of the Maximum Principle (this principle is referred to as the
Maximum Principle of V. I. Smirnov in [13, 14, 15], and as the Phragmen
Lindeleph Principle in [16]), properties (a)(c) force the function (5.10) to
be an H 1+ function. Because it vanishes at the origin, the integral in (5.9) is
equal to zero. Thus assumptions (5.7) yield
(F Sp, fn 1+ ) HS=0, \p # X. (5.11)
Because the set [FSp, p # X] is dense in HS, this means that fn 1+=0. We go
back to definition (5.8) of the function fn1+ ,
fn 1+=__
n+1
0 &&SP+S* _
n+1
0 &
P&S* _n
+
1
0 & &=0,
or
fn 1+=__
n+1
0 &&SP+ _
s*
s1*& n+1
P& _s*s1*& n+1 &=0.
Hence (because P+ s1*n+1 =0 under assumption (5.7))
fn 1+=__
n+1
0 &&_
s
s2& P+s*n+1
P& _s*s1*& n+1 &=0. (5.12)
The first line of (5.12) states that
n+1 &sP+s*n
+
1 =0. (5.13)
In particular, because s(0)=0, (5.13) yields
n+1 (0)=0. (5.14)
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Observe now that Ker P+s1* | H 2+(N1) is invariant under the backward
shift, i.e. n+1 # Ker O P+t n
+
1 # Ker. In fact,
P+s1*P+ t n+1 =P+s1*t n
+
1 =P+ t P+s1*n
+
1 =0.
Of course, we used here the fact that s1 # H +. But now one can interate
(5.14) with the backward shift, i.e. (5.14) holds with (P+ t )k n+1 as well as
with n+1 for any positive integer k. This means that all Fourier coefficients
of n+1 vanish, i.e. n
+
1 =0. This finishes the proof that s1 is outer.
The proof that s2 is coouter is similar to the previous one. We can
assume
P& s2n&2 =0, n
&
2 # H
&
2 (N2), (5.15)
Consider the function
fn 2&=_ 1S*
S
1& _
&P&S _n
&
2
0 &
_n
&
2
0 & & # H S.
One checks that assumptions (5.15) force fn 2&=0 and finishes the proof
using the invariance of the Ker P&s2 | H 2&(N2) under operator P& t.
In particular, Theorem 5.1 implies the following corollary.
Corollary 5.3. Formula (2.7) describing the set of solutions
w=s0+s2(1N2&|s)
&1 |s1 (2.7)
gives a one-to-one correspondence between solutions w and parameters |.
Proof. Assume two parameters |1 and |2 correspond to the same
solution w:
w=s0+s2(1N2&|1s)
&1 |1 s1
=s0+s2(1N2&|2s)
&1 |2 s1
i.e.
s2(1N2&|1s)
&1 |1s1=s2(1N2&|2s)
&1 |2s1 . (5.16)
For arbitrary ‘ # D the set [s1(‘) e1 , e1 # E1] is dense in N1 because s1 is
outer. But then (5.16) yields
s2(1N2&|1s)
&1 |1=s2(1N2&|2s)
&1 |2 . (5.17)
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For arbitrary ‘ # D the kernel of s2(‘) is trivial, because s2 is coouter. Then
(5.17) implies
(1N2&|1 s)
&1 |1=(1N2&|2s)
&1 |2 , (5.18)
or
(1N2&|1 s)
&1 |1=|2(1N 1&s|2)
&1. (5.19)
Multiplying the last equality by (1N2&|1s) from the left, and by
(1N1&s|2) from the right, one obtains
|1(1N1&s|2)=(1N2&|1s) |2
i.e. |1=|2 .
6. THE HAMBURGER MOMENT PROBLEM
In this section we will establish a one-to-one correspondence between
solutions of AIP associated with the Hamburger Moment Problem (in this
section AIP means precisely that) and solutions to the Hamburger
Moment Problem itself. From the perspective of the Hamburger Moment
Problem, this way of investigating it looks indirect. But the main goal of
this paper is to produce an example of an analytic inner A-singular matrix
function S(‘) on D with the Parseval Equality Property. The author hopes
to discuss a more direct approach to HMP on another occasion.
We will show in this section that the correspondence between the two
sets of solutions is defined as follows:
u(z)=i
1+w(‘)
1&w(‘) \z=i
1+‘
1&‘+ , (6.1)
where w is a solution to AIP, associated with the Hamburger Moment
Problem,
u(z)=|
+
&
_(dx)
x&z
, (6.2)
_(dx) is a solution to the Hamburger Moment Problem. u(z) will be also
called a solution to the Hamburger Moment Problem. We start by showing
this correspondence is well-defined.
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Proposition 6.1. Let w be a solution to the AIP (with Hamburger
Moment Problem data). Then for any ‘, |‘|<1, there exists #‘>0 such that
&(1&w(‘))’&E&’&E } #‘ , \’ # E. (6.3)
Proof. We consider two vectors in Hw :
Fw!, ! # E and f‘, ’=_ 1w*
w
1&_
&
w(‘)’
t&‘
’
t&‘ & ,
’ # E, |‘|<1. (6.4)
f‘, ’ is the reproducing kernel for ‘‘-’’ entry of Hw functions, i.e.
( f, f‘, ’) H w= f&(‘)‘ , ’E , \ f # H w. (6.5)
One can consider the Gram matrix of these two vectors
_(F
w!, F w!)
( f‘, ’ , F w!)
(F w!, f‘, ’)
( f‘, ’ , f‘, ’)&0. (6.6)
We calculate (or estimate) the entries of the matrix (6.6).
(a) According to (2.2), &Fw!&2HwD(!, !)=(c0 !, !) E .
(b) (F w!, f‘, ’) H w=
1
‘
( (F w&!)(‘), ’)E (according to (2.19))
=
1
‘ &
z +i
2i
(1+w(‘)*) !, ’=1+w(‘)*1&‘ !, ’, \z=i
1+‘
1&‘+ .
(c) ( f‘, ’ , f‘, ’) =( f‘, ’)& (‘)‘ , ’E =
1&w(‘)* w(‘)
1&‘ ‘
’, ’E .
Now (6.6) yields
_
(c0!, !)
’, 1+w(‘)*1&‘ !
1+w(‘)*1&‘ !, ’
1&w(‘)* w(‘)1&‘ ‘ ’, ’&0,
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from which one obtains
}’, 1+w(‘)*1&‘ !}
2
(c0!, !) } 1&w(‘)* w(‘)1&‘ ‘ ’, ’ ,
or
}1+w(‘)1&‘ ’, !}
2
(c0!, !) } 1&w(‘)* w(‘)1&‘ ‘ ’, ’ .
Dividing both sides by &!&2 and taking the supremum, we obtain
&(1+w(‘))’&2
|1&‘| 2
&c0& } 1&w(‘)* w(‘)1&‘ ‘ ’, ’ . (6.7)
Now we transform the right side,
1&w(‘)* w(‘)1&‘ ‘ ’, ’=
2Re ( (1+w(‘)) ’, ’) &&(1+w(‘))’&2
1&|‘| 2

2 |( (1+w(‘))’, ’) |&&(1+w(‘))’&2
1&|‘| 2

2 &(1+w(‘))’& } &’&&&(1+w(‘))’&2
1&|‘| 2
. (6.9)
Combining (6.7) and (6.9), we obtain
&(1+w(‘)’&2 \ 1|1&‘| 2+
&c0&
1&|‘| 2+2
&c0&
1&|‘| 2
&(1+w(‘))’& } &’&,
i.e.
&(1+w(‘))’&2 &’& }
&c0 &
1&|‘| 2
1
|1&‘| 2
+
&c0 &
1&|‘| 2
. (6.10)
Because 2 } 1=(1+w(‘))+(1&w(‘)), then
2 &’&&(1+w(‘))’&+&(1&w(‘))’&.
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This and (6.10) give
&(1&w(‘))’&2 &’& }
1
|1&‘| 2
1
|1&‘| 2
+
&co&
1&|‘2|
. (6.11)
Remark. The same inequality is in force for the &(1&w(‘)*)’&. To
obtain it one has to consider inequality (6.6) but take
f‘, ’=_ 1w*
w
1& _
’
1&t‘
&
w(‘)* ’
1&t‘ & (6.4$)
instead of the one in (6.4).
Corollary 6.2. (a) The operator 1&w(‘) is invertible \‘, |‘|<1,
&(1&w(‘))&1&
1+&c0 &
|1&‘| 2
1&|‘| 2
2
. (6.12)
(b) The operator function
u(z)=i
1+w(‘)
1&w(‘)
,
z=i (1+‘)(1&‘) is well-defined \z, Im z>0.
(c) (u(z)&u(z)*)i0 (Im z>0) because w(‘) is a contractive
operator.
Proposition 6.3. The nontangential limit (with respect to the uniform
topology) of w(‘), when ‘  1, is equal to &1.
Proof. This follows from inequality (6.10), because |1&‘| 2(1&|‘| 2)  0
when ‘  1 nontangentially. K
Corollary 6.4. u(z)  O (uniformly ) when z   (Im z>0, non-
tangentially).
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Corollary 6.5. u(z) admits the integral representation (see, e.g., [17])
u(z)=|
+
&
_(dx)
x&z
, (6.13)
where _(dx) is a nonnegative finite operator-measure on R.
Proposition 6.6. u(z) is a solution to the Hamburger Moment Problem.
Proof. Formula (2.15) states that (z=i(1+‘)(1&‘))
(F w+X
k!)(‘)=&
z+i
2i
zk _(1+w(‘))&i(1&w(‘)) :
k&1
j=0
cj
z j+1& !
=
z+i
2i
i(1&w(‘)) zk _u(z)+ :
k&1
j=0
cj
z j+1& !. (6.14)
Because
&(F w+X
k!)(‘)&E
&F w+X
k!&H 2+ (E )
- 1&|‘| 2

&F w+X
k!&H w
- 1&|‘| 2

- D(Xk!, Xk!)
- 1&|‘| 2

- (c2k!, !)
- 1&|‘| 2

- &c2k& } &!&
- 1&|‘| 2
(6.15)
and (z+i)2i=1(1&‘), we obtain from (6.14) and (6.15),
" (1&w(‘)) zk _u(z)+ :
k&1
j=0
cj
z j+1&"- &c2k & }
|1&‘|
- 1&|‘| 2
. (6.16)
When ‘ goes to 1 nontangentially, the right side of (6.16) goes to 0.
Because 1&w(‘)  2 } 1 (in uniform operator topology) at the same time,
we obtain
zk _u(z)+ :
k&1
j=0
cj
z j+1& 0
in the uniform operator topology (when z   nontangentially). The
classical HamburgerNevanlinna theorem [4] (see also [18]) states that
u(z) is a solution to the Hamburger Moment Problem. K
Remark. For the finite Hamburger Moment Problem (only the
moments c0 , c1 , ..., c2n are given), the proof of Proposition 6.6 works only
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for 0kn. To verify further moments, we observe first that p~ (z)=
+& _(dx) ( p(x)&p(z))(x&z) (deg pn), because we already know that
the first moments of _(dx) are c0 , ..., cn&1. This allows us to rewrite (2.13)
and (2.14) as
(F w+ p)(‘)=
z+i
2i
i(1&w(‘))[u(z) p(z)+p~ (z)]
=
z+i
2
(1&w(‘)) _|
+
&
_(dx)
x&z
p(z)+|
+
&
_(dx) }
p(x)&p(z)
x&z &
=
z+i
2
(1&w(‘)) |
+
&
_(dx) p(x)
x&z
. (6.17)
(F w& p)(‘)=&
z +i
2i
i (1&w(‘)*)[u(z)* p(z )+p~ (z )]
=&
z +i
2
(1&w(‘)*)[u(z)* p(z )+p~ (z )]
=&
z +i
2
(1&w(‘)*) _|
+
&
_(dx)
x&z
p(z )+|
+
&
_(dx)
p(x)&p(z )
x&z &
=&
z +i
2
(1&w(‘)*) |
+
&
_(dx) p(x)
x&z
. (6.18)
Let A be a minimal unitary extension of V such that the solution w is
its scattering function, A: HE1  HE2 , H$H0 (see Section 2), and
E1=E2=E. One can define the unitary operator U on the space H,
U =def PH A(1&PEA)&1 | H, (6.19)
and the operator 1 from E into H,
1 =def PH(1&A*PE )&1 | E. (6.20)
Then one can check that
i1*
1+‘U
1&‘U
1+C=u1(‘)#i
1+w(‘)
1&w(‘)
, (6.21)
where C is a constant operator, C : E  E, C*=C. We identify functions on
D and on the upper half plane: u(z)=u1(‘), z=i } (1+‘)(1&‘) (‘ always
refers to the variable in disk, z to the one in the upper half plane). Consider
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(Ih)(‘) =def
1
2
1* \1+‘U1&‘U+
1+‘ U*
1&‘ U*+ h
=1*
1
1&‘U
h+1*
‘ U*
1&‘ U*
h
=(1&w(‘))&1 G+(‘) h+(1&w(‘)*)&1 G&(‘)h. (6.22)
The last line is obtained by straightforward calculation (the definitions of
G+(‘) and G&(‘) are in Section 2). Generally, I maps the space H onto the
space H_ 1 (see Appendix for the definition of H_ 1 ) contractively, where _1
is the measure on the unit circle T corresponding to u1(‘):
u1(‘)=i |
T
t+‘
t&‘
_1(dt)+C, (6.23)
the measures _1(dt) on T and _(dx) on R from (6.13) are related as
_1(dt)=
_(dx)
1+x2
=
1
4
|1&t| 2 _(dx), x=i
1+t
1&t
. (6.24)
The restriction of I to the minimal reducing subspace of U which contains
the range of 1 is isometric, and I vanishes on the orthogonal complement
of this subspace, i.e., I is partially isometric.
Combining (6.17), (6.18) and (6.22), one can obtain
(Ip )(‘)=(1&w(‘))&1 (F+p )(‘)+(1&w(‘)*)&1 (F&p )(‘)
=
1
2 |
+
& \
z+i
x&z
&
z +i
x&z + _(dx) p(x)
=
1
2 |
+
&
(x+i )(z&z )
|x&z| 2
_(dx) p(x)
=&|
+
&
1&t
2
1&|‘| 2
|t&‘| 2
_(dx) p(x), (6.25)
(x=i (1+t)(1&t), z=i (1+‘)(1&‘)). Or, using (6.24),
(Ip )(‘)=&|
T
2
1&t
}
1&|‘| 2
|t&‘| 2
_1(dt) p(x)
=:def |
T
1&|‘| 2
|t&‘| 2
&p(dt), (6.26)
i.e.
&p(dt) =
def &
2
1&t
_1(dt) p(x).
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On the other hand, formula (6.22), when applied to the de Branges
Rovnyak space Hw states that the mapping
_ f+f&& (Iw f )(‘) #
def
(1&w(‘))&1 f+(‘)+(1&w(‘)*)&1 f&(‘), _ f+f&& # H w,
(6.27)
maps Hw onto H _ 1. Obviously it vanishes only at f#0. This means
(because Iw is partially isometric) that Iw is unitary. In particular, one
obtains
(&p , &q) H _ 1=(F wp, F wq) H w , (6.28)
\p, q # X (deg pn, deg qn). Using formulas (6.24) and (6.26), one can
calculate
(&p , &q)H _ 1=|
T
4
|1&t| 2
(_1(dt) p(x), q(x))
=|
+
&
(_(dx) p(x), q(x)). (6.29)
On the other hand, the remark at the end of Section 3 states that if at
least one of the polynomials p or q is of degree strictly less than n then
(F wp, F wq) H w=D( p, q), (6.30)
otherwise
(FwX n!, FwXn!) H w(c2n!, !).
(6.28), (6.29), and (6.30) give
|
+
&
_(dx) xk=ck (k=0, ..., 2n&1)
(6.31)
|
+
&
_(dx) x2nc2n .
Proposition 6.7. Let _(dx) be a solution to the Hamburger Moment
Problem, i.e., satisfying (6.31) (n may be equal to , in which case the
inequality in (6.31) is absent). Define
u(z)=|
+
&
_(dx)
x&z
, Im z>0
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and
u1(‘)=u(z), |‘|<1, z=i
1+‘
1&‘
,
u1(‘)=i |
T
t+‘
t&‘
_1(dt)+C,
where
_1(dt)=
_(dx)
1+x2
=
1
4
|1&t| 2 _(dx),
x=i
1+t
1&t
, C*=C=|
+
&
x
_(dx)
1+x2
.
Define
w(‘)=
u1(‘)&i
u1(‘)+i
.
Then w(‘) is a solution to the Abstract Interpolation Problem associated to
the Hamburger Moment Problem.
Proof. Let p # X. Define
(Ip)(‘) =def &|
+
&
1&t
2
1&|‘| 2
|t&‘| 2
_(dx) p(x);
i.e.,
(Ip)(‘)=|
T
1&|‘| 2
|t&‘| 2
&p(dt),
where
&p(dt)=&
1&t
2
_(dx) p(x).
Obviously &p(dt) # H _ 1, and
(&p , &q) H _ 1=|
+
&
(_(dx) p(x), q(x)). (6.32)
Define D(Xk!, X j&) =(ck+j!, ’) . Then (6.31) and (6.32) give
(&p , &p)H _ 1D( p, p). (6.33)
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For any & # H_ 1, one can define
I+(‘) =
def |
T
1
1&t ‘
&(dt),
and
I&(‘) =
def |
T
‘ t
1&t‘
&(dt),
I=I++I&=|
T
1&|‘| 2
|t&‘| 2
&(dt).
Let
w(‘) =def
u1(‘)&i
u1(‘)+i
.
Then, because of formula (6.22), the inverse to the mapping (6.27) is
defined by
f#_ f+f&& =
def _ (1&w) I+(1&w*) I&&
\& # H_ 1 . This is a unitary mapping from H_ 1 onto Hw. So
Fp#_F
w
+
F w&& =
def _ (1&w) I+ p(1&w*) I& p& # H w,
and
&Fp&2H w=&&&
2
H _ 1D( p, p).
The last inequality holds because of (6.33). We define \p # X,
p~ (z)=|
+
&
_(dx)
p(x)&p(z)
x&z
.
Because of (6.31), this definition coincides with the definition (1.7).
Inverting the preceding calculations, one can see that F w+ p and F
w
& p are
expressed exactly by the formulas (2.13) and (2.14). But now the conditions
Fwp # H w and &F wp&2HwD( p, p) mean that w is a solution to the abstract
interpolation problem associated to the Hamburger Moment Problem.
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7. APPENDIX
Definition of the de BrangesRovnyak spaces L2w and H
w. Let w be an
analytic contractive-valued operator-function on D, w(‘): E1  E2 , ‘ # D.
1. The vector function f=[ f2f1 ] is said to be in L
2
w if
f # _1E2w*
w
1E 1&
12
L2(E2E1 ).
It is clear that for any f # L2w there exists a unique preimage gf orthogonal
to Ker[ 1 E 2w*
w
1E 1
]. We denote it by gf=[ 1w*
w
1]
[&12] f. gf (t) is orthogonal to
the Ker[ 1w(t)*
w(t)
1 ], a.e. t # T.
The sesquilinear form
( f $, f") H w =
def _ 1w*
w
1&
[&12]
f $, _ 1w*
w
1&
[&12]
f"L 2 (E1 E 2)
turns L2w into a Hilbert space. The definition of this inner product can be
rewritten as
( f $, f") H w=|
T _
1
w(t)*
w(t)
1 &
[&12]
f $(t),
_ 1w(t)*
w(t)
1 &
[&12]
f"(t)E2E 1 m(dt),
or, formally
( f $, f") H w=|
T _
1
w(t)*
w(t)
1 &
[&1]
f $(t), f"(t)E 2E 1 m(dt).
The last integral has precise meaning if f $(t) # Ran[ 1w(t)*
w(t)
1 ] a.e. on T.
2. f=[ f 2f1 ] is said to be in H
w if it is in L2w and
f2 # H 2+(E2), f1 # H
2
&(E1),
where H 2\ are vector-valued Hardy spaces.
Hw is a closed subspace of L2w . So it is also a complete Hilbert space.
Definition of the Hellinger space H_. This definition is basically due to
Hellinger (see, e.g. [19]); for matrix and operator valued measures see [20,
21, 22]. Let E be a separable Hilbert space, _ nonnegative finite operator-
valued measure on T (i.e. for any Borel subset 2 of T, _(2) is a bounded
linear operator on E, _(2)0, and _ is countably additive in the sence
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of the strong topology, i.e. \e # E, _(k=1 2k) e=

k=1 _(2k)e, if
2k & 2j=<. Consider E-valued charts & on T, i.e. for any Borel 2/T,
&(2) # E, and & is countably additive.
We will say that & # H_ if there exists a scalar measure +& on T such that
the following ‘‘quadratic form’’-valued chart is a measure:
_+&&
&*
_ &0. (7.1)
This means that for any Borel 2/T and e # E,
_ +&(2)(&(2), e) E
(e, &(2)) E
(_(2)e, e) E&0. (7.2)
One can show that a minimal measure exists (i.e. any other measure that
fits (7.2) is bigger) and is, hence, unique. In what follows +& will refer to
this minimal measure. Formally the following notation has a certain sense,
+&=&_[&12] &&2E .
To explain this, observe that for any Borel set 2/T,
+&(2)&_(2)[&12] &(2)&2E . (7.3)
The right side of (7.3) is the best constant that fits (7.2), but it is not a
measure; +& is the least measure that fits (7.2) and it can be defined as
+&(2)=sup :
j
&_(2j )[&12] &(2j )&2E , (7.4)
where the sup is taken over all finite partitions of 2.
We will define the norm on H _ as follows:
&&&2H_ =
def +&(T). (7.5)
This norm is known as the Hellinger integral, and +& is called the Hellinger
measure of & with respect to _. Because E is a Hilbert space, one can see
that (7.5) is, in fact, a Hilbert norm and defines an inner product, say,
using the polarization formula, or similarly to (7.4) (but one should replace
‘‘sup’’ by the ‘‘lim’’ with respect to the direction of partitions).
The space H_ admits another realization as well. Any vector-valued
chart on T admits a harmonic continuation to the unit disk D by means
of the Poison integral
F&(‘)=|
T
1&|‘| 2
|t&‘| 2
&(dt).
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Let a(‘) be the harmonic continuation of _, and u&(‘) that of the Hellinger
measure +& :
a(‘)=|
T
1&|‘| 2
|t&‘| 2
_(dt),
u&(‘)=|
T
1&|‘| 2
|t&‘| 2
+&(dt).
Then the following harmonic ‘‘form’’-function is nonnegative (‘ # D):
_u&(‘)F&(‘)
F&(‘)*
a(‘) &0. (7.6)
This leads to another description of H_ as a space of harmonic vector-
functions on D. We will say that the E-valued harmonic function F(‘),
‘ # D, is in H_ if there exists a scalar harmonic function uF such that
_uF (‘)F(‘)
F(‘)*
a(‘) &0. (7.7)
Then there exists a least harmonic majorant, and uF will refer to it in
what follows. But a nonnegative harmonic ‘‘form’’-function admits a
representation
_ uFF(‘)
F(‘)*
a(‘) &=|T
1&|‘| 2
|t&‘| 2 _
+&(dt)
&(dt)
&(dt)*
_(dt) & . (7.8)
One can check that any chart & appearing in (7.8) belongs to H_ in the
sense of the first definition, and +& is its Hellinger measure. So, the Poison
integral gives a one-to-one correspondence between charts in H_ and har-
monic functions that admit majorants in the sense of (7.7).
An alternative definition of the norm in H _ is
&F&2H _= lim
r  1 |T uF (rt) m(dt), (7.9)
where m(dt) is normalized Lebesgue measure. Observe now that the func-
tion &a(‘)[&12] F(‘)&2E is subharmonic and uF (‘) is its least harmonic
majorant, so that the right side of (7.9) can be replaced by
&F&2H _= lim
r  1 |T &a(rt)
[&12] F(rt)&2E m(dt). (7.10)
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Relation between the de BrangesRovnyak space H w and the Hellinger
space H _. Let w be an analytic contractive-valued operator-function on
D, w(‘): E1  E2 , ‘ # D, and E1=E2=E. Assume (1&w(0))&1 exists; then
(1&w(‘))&1 exists \‘ # D, and the analytic function
u(‘)=
1+w(‘)
1&w(‘)
is well defined and has a positive real part, ‘ # D, u(‘)+u(‘)*0. Accord-
ing to the RieszHerglotz theorem
u(‘)=|
T
t+‘
t&‘
_(dt)+C,
where _ is a measure on T and C*=&C (are defined uniquely by u).
Associate the space H_ to this _. Then
_ f+f&& (Iw f )(‘) =
def (1&w(‘))&1 f+(‘)+(1&w(‘)*)&1 f&(‘)
is a unitary mapping from Hw onto H _.
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